SOCIOLOGY – COMPARATIVE STUDIES EMPHASIS (57 CREDITS)
Effective Spring 2014

Total of 57 credits, 33 for the SOCIOLOGY MAJOR PART AND 24 for the COMPARATIVE EMPHASIS PART

SOCIOLOGY MAJOR (33 CREDITS)

Must take: SOCIOLGY 240, SOCIOLOGY 295 and SOCIOLGY 473 AND SOCIOLOGY 476
One course from each of groups 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A are required.
Must take at least 9 credits from groups 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A that are 300 level or above.
Must complete a capstone of either SOCIOLOGY 493 or 494, with at least 3 credits

REQUIRED COURSES: (DO NOT SATISFY GROUP REQUIREMENTS)
_____ SOCIOLGY 240 Principles of Sociology (Prerequisite for Sociology 473 and Sociology 476)
_____ SOCIOLGY 295 Basic Social Statistics
_____ SOCIOLGY 473 Social Theory: Classical and Contemporary Perspectives OR SOCIOLGY 420 Anthropological Theory
_____ SOCIOLGY 476 Methods of Social Research (Prerequisite is Sociology 295 and 240)
_____ SOCIOLGY 493 Applied Sociology (Internship)** OR SOCIOLGY 494 Seminar in Sociology

GROUP 1A: SOCIAL STRUCTURE, INTERACTION, & CHANGE
_____ SOCIOLGY 250 Social Problems
_____ SOCIOLGY 337 Sociology of News & Mass Media
_____ SOCIOLGY 340 Soc. Movements & Collective Behavior
_____ SOCIOLGY 352 Urban Sociology
_____ SOCIOLGY 355 Social Psychology
_____ SOCIOLGY 356 Political Sociology
_____ SOCIOLGY 380 Organizations and Society

GROUP 2A: INEQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
_____ SOCIOLGY 265 Race and Ethnic Relations
_____ SOCIOLGY 270 African American Community
_____ SOCIOLGY 285 Asian Americans
_____ SOCIOLGY 345 Sociology of Gender
_____ SOCIOLGY 351 Social Stratification & Inequality
_____ SOCIOLGY 353 Sociology of Religion*
_____ SOCIOLGY 393 Racial and Ethnic Inequality: Beyond the Classroom

GROUP 3A: FAMILY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENT
_____ SOCIOLGY 252 Introduction to Family Studies
_____ SOCIOLGY 302 Culture, Medicine, and Health
_____ SOCIOLGY 310 Sociology of Health and Illness
_____ SOCIOLGY 312 Sociology of Sport
_____ SOCIOLGY 315 Sociology of Disability
_____ SOCIOLGY 319 Intro to Environmental Sociology
_____ SOCIOLGY 342 Sociology of Family and Work
_____ SOCIOLGY 362 Population Studies
_____ SOCIOLGY 392 African American Families

GROUP 4A: CRIME, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, AND LAW
_____ SOCIOLGY 276 Introduction to Criminology
_____ SOCIOLGY 365 Sociology of Law
_____ SOCIOLGY 370 Juvenile Delinquency
_____ SOCIOLGY 371 Sociology of Homicide
_____ SOCIOLGY 372 White-Collar Crime
_____ SOCIOLGY 373 Sociology of Terrorism
_____ SOCIOLGY 374 Sociology of Police & Courts
_____ SOCIOLGY 378 Soc of Punishment & Corrections
_____ SOCIOLGY 379 Women & Crime
_____ SOCIOLGY 426 Minorities & Criminal Justice System

OTHER DEPARTMENTAL OFFERINGS
_____ SOCIOLGY 491 Travel Study
_____ SOCIOLGY 496 Special Studies in Sociology
_____ SOCIOLGY 498 Independent Study in Sociology**

* Courses offered jointly with other departments  ** Maximum of 6 units of 493 plus 498 can be counted in the major
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COMPARATIVE STUDIES EMPHASIS (24 CREDITS)

Name ________________________________________  ID# __________________________  Advisor ___________________________

1. Complete a second semester of college level coursework in any foreign language with a grade C or higher or pass a proficiency test demonstrating equivalent foreign language proficiency.
2. Courses credited towards area “A” cannot be credited towards area “B.”
3. No more than 12 credits of the 24 can be from the same department

GROUP 1B – COMPARISONS (6 CREDITS)
_____ ANTHROPL 218  Cultural Anthropology
_____ ANTHROPL 334  Women and Men in Cross-Cultural Perspective
_____ GEOGRPY 230  Human Geography
_____ POLISCI 255  Introduction to Comparative Politics
_____ SOCIOLGY 391  Race & Ethnicity in Comparative Perspective
_____ PSYCH 325  Cross Cultural Psychology

GROUP 2B – WORLD SYSTEM (3 CREDITS)
_____ GEOGRPY 332  Political Geography
_____ HISTRY 367  History of Capitalism in the West
_____ SOCIOLGY 385  Sociology of Globalization

GROUP 3B – EUROPE (3 CREDITS)
_____ GEOGRPY 362  Geography of Europe
_____ HISTRY 372  History of Russia since 1815
_____ HISTORY 377  History of 20th Century Europe
_____ POLISCI 352  Comparative Government – Europe

GROUP 4B – ASIA (3 CREDITS)
_____ GEOGRPY 361  Geography of South & Southeast Asia
_____ GEOGRPY 364  Geography of East Asia
_____ HISTRY 385  Modern China
_____ HISTRY 386  Modern Japan
_____ POLISCI 460  Government & Politics of Asia
_____ POLISCI 472  Government & Politics of China
_____ POLISCI 480  Government & Politics of Japan
_____ RELIGST 211  Introduction to Eastern Religions
_____ RELIGST 303  Eastern Religious Thought
_____ SOCIOLGY 350  Contemporary Japanese Society
_____ SOCIOLGY 358  Contemporary Chinese Society

GROUP 5B-LATIN AMERICAN & CARRIBEAN (3 CREDITS)
_____ ANTHROPL 310  Women and the Shaping of Latin American Culture
_____ GEOGRPY 363  Geography of South America
_____ GEOGRPY 365  Geography of Middle America
_____ HISTRY 343  Modern Latin America
_____ HISTRY 346  History of Mexico
_____ POLISCI 456  Government & Politics of Latin America

GROUP 6B-MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA (3 CREDITS)
_____ HISTORY 337  Modernization and the Middle East
_____ HISTRY 338  Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1900-Present
_____ HISTRY 340  Introduction to African History
_____ POLISCI 461  Government & Politics of Africa
_____ POLISCI 471  Government & Politics of the Middle East

ELECTIVES (3 UNITS),
Any course in GROUPS 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5b OR 6b NOT TAKEN ALREADY OR
_____ GEOGRPY 346  Globalization and the City
_____ INTRNAR 488  Topics in International Studies
_____ INTRNAR 494  Seminar in International Studies
_____ POLISCI 351  international Relations
_____ POLISCI 340  Politics of Development
_____ ANY 491  Travel Study
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